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1. The effectiveness of a ___depends on how it is implemented.

     	      system

     	      Department

     	--->> plan

     	      none on the list

2. ____ is the basic to all managerial functions

     	--->> Planning

     	      Organising

     	      Unity of command

     	      Decision making

3. An individual, who gets the thing done is a ____.

     	      leader

     	--->> manager

     	      director

     	      organiser

4. Some business problems arise due to failing on the ___ grounds.

     	      management

     	      managing

     	--->> ethical

     	      decision

5. ____deals with a qualitaive and quantitative aspect of manpower in terms of 
placement.

     	      Planning
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     	--->> Organising

     	      unity of command

     	      none on the list

6. The ____is a  vehicle for the implementation of a plan.

     	--->> system

     	      management

     	      communication

     	      information

7. The ___could be formal or informal.

     	      business

     	--->> Orrganisation

     	      Enterprise

     	      business letter

8. ___is a process of breaking an enterprise into smaller groups and levels.

     	--->> Departmentation

     	      Staffing

     	      Centralisation

     	      decentralisation

9. ___ normally has a network of goals, objectives and targets.

     	      Business

     	      Management

     	      Enterprise

     	--->> Organisation

10. The functions of a___ can be a line or a staff.
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     	      system

     	--->> Department

     	      plan

     	      none on the list
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